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1.1ntroduction Wolf-Rayet stars figure prominently in
astrophysical research (see e.g. Humphreys and Davidson,
1984).As a bonus,they seem to offer,in the same way a_
supernovae and supernova remnants in the recent past,an
interesting connection between classical astronomy and
high energy astrophysics due to their unusual composition and
their huge mechanical power (Casse and Paul,1981,1982,
Haeder,1983,1984,Prantzos and Arnould 1983,Prantzos 1984a,b
Arnould 1984.Audouze 1984,Meyer 1985,Prantzos et al 1985).
The material flowing from WC stars (carbon-rich WR stars)
containsgas which has been processed thrgggh.cor_:helium
_r_ng,i.e. considerably enriched into _-C,1_O,_Ne,and
.... Mg. This composition is reminiscent of the cosmic ray
source anomalies ce.g. Simpson 1983,Meyer 1985b).Encouraging
agreement is obtained with observation in the mass range
126A626 assuming acceleration of wind partic_les at the shock
that delineates the WR cavity (casse and Paul,1980),and
adequate dilution with "normal" cosmic rays,but silicon poses
a problem (e.g. Prantzos, 1984 a,b and Prantzos et _:_85 ).
If massive s_ars contribute significantly to the Mg
excess at the CR sources,they should also en_a_e other
neutron-rlch isotopes since the production of Mg releases
a copious amount of neutrons. These neutrons, in turn react
with preexisting nuclei,producing a host of neutron-rich
isotopes,of which a few are of interest for CR physics
(Prantzos,Arnould and Cass_ 1983,Blake and Dearborn 1984,
Prantzos et al 1985).Detailed models of WR stars have been
developed (de Loore et al 1985,Prantzos et al 1985b)delivering
physical conditions (initial composition,temperature
and density versus space and time coordinates) relevant
to a consistent s-process calculation.
2.Results The stellar model developed within the Brussels-
Saclay collaboration,coupled to a full s-process network,
allows to follow the abundance of all nuclear species of
interest,both in the stellar core and at the stellar surface.
4 different cases (50,60,80 and 100 H on the zero age main
sequence) have been studied (for details see Prantzos et al,
1985).In all the cases considered only n-rich isotopes in "
the range 20_A<90 are substantially enhanced at the end of
helium burning (with a few exceptions how_ver),due to the
rather low neutron fluence _8.I0-_ n cm-_),in agreement
with Lamb et ai,1977.
The global enhancement of a given isotope in the wind of
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wc stars (60 % of all WR stars) relative to its solar
s_tem _undance will be denoted, in the following by
E_ v= <X_V>/X_ ,X O is its solar mass fraction and the
bPacket_d sySbol stands for the double average of this
mass fraction of this isotope over the duration of the
WC phase and over the mass spectrum of its stellar
progenitors (IMF).
More specifically:
xWC(i /w x(S)M)= " (t,M) dt_/c , _wc MWC
where X (s) is the instantaneaus surface abundance of il
-5 -i)
_WC ,the mass loss rate ( 3.10 MOYr
and AMwc= _ _WC dt is the total mass ejected during theJw C
WC phase.
f l O0 /;100
<xWC>1=Jso e(M)A Mwc(_) x_C(M)dmij 50 e(M>A_wc(M) dM
where e(m)dM is the initial mass function (IMF).
Now,the enhancement of species i at the sources is
E? Rs:[I (E iwR ]/+ (I/f) ) I/f) + I_l (Maeder 1983)!
• WR WN ,WC
with <E i > = 0.4 <E i _ + 0.6 <E i > P
1/f denotes the fraction of CR partic.les coming from WR
stars. The dilution factor f _ obtained by adjusting the
calculated overabundance of - Ne relative to - Ne (about
lO0,irrespective of the WR mass) to that at the CR sources
(about 4).
We get f~35 : 1CR partic_le out of 35 should originate
from WR stars.
we predict the following correlated CR excesses E_ RS
(selecting those _ 1.2):' *
12C(2"4),160(1.6) 21Ne(2-O) 22Ne(4.1_ 23Na(l 4) 25MO(1 7_P • p . • .
26Mg(I-7) 36S(1.6) 37CI(I.4_ 40K(3 2) 58Fe(l 8_ 59C0(I 4)
61Ni(1.4) 69Cu(1 4) 65CU(1 6_ 67Zn(1 2) 69Ga(1 2) 71Oa(1 2_
70Ge(l'2)'80Kr(l'4)'82Kr(l-2),86Sr(1-2),152Gd(1.4) and
202Hg(1.2).
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Among these species only a few are of practical interest
for present CR research (table 1),the others being so rare
that they are overwhelmed by spallation of heavier nuclei
en route (e.g. Adams et a1,1981).
E1 ement CRS/SEp( 1 ) CRS/LG ( i ) ECRS1
C --3 2.4
O --1.5 1.6
Na 0.8(2.0) 1.4
Co 1.3(1.6) 1.4
Cu 1.1(1.6) I.A
Ga 1.5(1.57 1.2
Table i. Predictions of WR models confronted
to observations.
SEP=Solar energetic particles, LG=Local galactic abundances.
(i> Meyer (1985a,b) except for Ga (Anders and Ebihara,1982).
CRS abundances are those derived from the HEAO 9 data
(Koch-Miramond et al,1983,Engelmann,198A and Lund, 1984).
(x):within a factor of x).
C and O,having a high first ionisation potential are affected
by selective filtering in the cosmic Fay reservoir,both in
SEP and Galactic CR sources. The CRS/SEP ratio is therefore
sensitive to any deviation of Galactic CR sources from the
standard (LG),irrespective to atomic discrimination,(Meyer
1985b)
The other elements,due to their uniformally low rip are not
affected by discriminating atomic effects.
Predicted enhancements are all within experimental
uncertainties.
As concern$isotopes,we predict a definite enhancement of 58Fe
(by a factor close to 2),Which is not far of reach of the
presenttechnology, we thus confirm our previous estimate
(Prantzos,Arnould and Cass_,1983,Prantzos, 198Aa,b,Prantzos
et ai,1985) and agree with Blake and Dearborn, 198A,at least
qualitatively.
9.Conclusion Enhancement factors of a series of neutron-
rich isotopes in CR sources,due to WR contamination,
have been estimated.The predicted overabundances are all
within observational uncertainties.
There is at least no contradiction with present observations.
The best prospect to test the WR scenario is to measure the
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58Fe/56Fe with an accuracy of about 20 %.
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